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ADMIRAL VICKERY ON u.-s, .merchant MARINE

Saint Louis , Missouri, Tuesday - "Of all'the world* s present tonnage, allied,
neutral and. enemy combined, 'roughly one-third' has come from* United States shipyards
since pearl Harbour," said pear Admiral Howard L. Vickery, Vice Chairman of the

U,S. Maritime Commission, in an address here last night*

Speaking before the Mississippi Valley Association, he further said .that American

yards had now .attained' a shipbuilding, rate exceeding 20,000,000 tons per year and

predicted that by the end of next • year America * s output would have reached, some

30.,000, 000 tons deadweight.

Excerpts from his address follow*

Every battle,- whether on land, sea or in the air, is but the climax cf the grim
struggle of supply». It Is the final act of a drama of which the men and women of

industry perform the first act, and seafaring men the second, For if we wish to do

our fighting cn the German side of the Atlantic and 'on the Japanese side of' the pacific,
we must be able to transport by sea to the theatres of notion more non, equipment and

supplies than the enemy'can bring to bear on his home grounds.

It is -well known that the allied shipping situation’has constituted one of the

most critical problems of the war. On December 7, 1941, • United Nations* merchant

tonnage, had been reduced t 0 .a dangerously low figure, America*s entry into the war

on that date, coupled with the rapid spread of the conflict throughout the Pacific,
added a further staggering burden to the shipping task* To b sure, this was partially
offset by the 11,000/000 tons cf pre-war American flagships, Vi'thin a year, however^
as the Truman Committee announced last, spring, allied lasses from enemy action and other
wartime hazards had. approximately equalled that tonnage gain. Under the circumstances
there wag but one hope - merchant shipbuilding.

Nearly a year bed tc Pearl Harbour, the Commission 1 s long-range programme,

already accelerated to meet the requirements occasioned by the war .abroad, had boon

augmented by an emergency programme involving a tremendous expansion in the shipbuilding
industry, j\ s a most fortunate consequence, America

.
entered the mar with large-scale

ship construction troll under:/. y, The groundwork for today 1 s achievements had already
boon laid*

,

From 1957 until Ike present, the number of. yards b’ illcling merchant ships has

increased from 10 tcMore than Co, and the number* of ways engaged in such construction

from 46 to nearly 300,:- Not only have many• new yards been constructed, and the capacity
of the older plants enormbusly increased, but this has actually been accomplished
while diverting many of the nest experienced yards to the building of combat vessels

for the navy department; Merchant shipbuilding now M young forward in almost every
state with coastal orgreat lakes water fronts,

/The



The most remarkable feature of present day ship construction is the reduction in

building time which has been effected# This, is best illustrated in the Liberty ship-
yards, which were originally awarded contracts on■ the basis of building the vessels
in six months from keel-laying to delivery# This, was reduced, following Pearl Harbour,
to a 105~day schedule.

Although at that time few would concede the justification for such optimism, yet
in a few months, Liberty ships were actually being built in 105 days from keel-laying
to delivery. : Moreover, progress did not stop there and building time has continued
to decrease. Last month the 106 Liberty ships completed by all yards averaged, from

keel-laying to delivery, only 411- days.

While it is the overall performance that counts, we cannot overlook the brilliant

performance of individual yards ,
.none of which has a brighter record than the Oregon

Shipb tiding Corporation in Oregon.

The most outstanding shipbuilding 'achievement I know of, was the delivery last

month by this 11 -7/ay shipyard of 24 Liberty drips in }0 -clays, and the average building
time for these vessels 7ns, believe it or net, 23.4 days, from keel-laying to delivery#

• During the entire .year 1941? our expanding shipbuilding industry delivered 103 ships
of little more than 1 ,100,000 tons deadweight, but beginning in the early months of

1942? output climbed rapidly. Five ships 0. day, and more than 1 ,600,000 tons a month

has been routine for the last six months. Average deliveries since Hay have exceeded

a rate corresponding to 20,000,000 tons-a .year,
*

.• : •

So far, during 1943? there have been delivered into service more than 1 ,400 ships
aggregating over 14>000,000 tons deadweight# The tonnage completed since December /,

1941? is ' approximately 23,000,000. To help you visualise what this means, I would

like to. point out that-of all the world’s present tonnage, Allied, neutral and enemy

combined, roughly one-third'has come from U.S. shipyards since Pearl Harbour.

Non that a shipbuilding rate exceeding 20,000,000 tons a year has been attained,
it would appear that, by the ’ end of 1 944 our mar-time shipyard output 7/ill have reached

a total of some 50,000.,000 tons deadweight. The holds of such a fleet could carry at

one. time sufficient earn to make capacity loads for half of all the railroad freight
cars in the U.S,

Naturally, many problems' remain to be solved in order that ‘'the present record-

breaking pace may be maintained. Shipyards can build, obviously, only those ships

for which materials can be supplied# Considering the tremendous demands placed upon
the mills and factories of. this country, I believe that a commendable job has been

done in meeting shipyard requirements#
An adequate material supply, however, is only a part of the story labour

turnover and labour shortages, which cannot be dissociated from housing, food and

transportation problems, are sources of grave concern# maintnining shipyard output
in the face of those difficulties requires and is receiving the utmost co-operation
on the part of labour, management and government. I am confident that there rill

be no lot-down#
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